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Trailblazers
iCAD’s Groundbreaking Tomosynthesis
CAD Solution Uses Deep Learning
To Reduce Reading Times
— Michael Walter
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Left: Standard synthetic image. Right: PowerLook® Tomo Detection enhanced synthetic image clearly demonstrates a suspicious spiculated mass in the central breast that was biopsy-proven malignant, but is not well-seen in the standard synthetic image. Source: iCAD

In late 2015, iCAD conducted a clinical study to put the
new solution’s performance to the test. Twenty radiologists
read more than 200 cases with and without CAD, with a
month of time in between to avoid memory bias. The results
revealed that reading time had been reduced by an average
of 29.2 percent, with no change in reader performance.
“With this study, we had two primary objectives: to
show that radiologist performance is not inferior with
CAD and to improve reading times,” Hoffmeister says.
“We achieved both objectives. Sometimes, technology
can be hard to demonstrate, but this is a powerful product
that produces strong clinical data.”
PowerLook® Tomo Detection can provide radiology departments and private practices with more than just reduced reading times, allowing specialists to provide more
care in any given day.
Hoffmeister also believes this solution can lead to increased overall receptiveness to digital breast tomosynthesis. While some specialists may be less than enthusiastic about current reimbursements for tomosynthesis,
reducing reading times by nearly 30 percent allows that
reimbursement to be much more aligned with the care
being provided.

LOOKING AHEAD
Since it is the very nature of artificial intelligence to
continuously learn new things and adapt to new data, the
power and performance of PowerLook® Tomo Detection
are sure to improve as time goes on.
“Higher-powered computers are becoming more available, and digital modalities are providing us with larger
databases, so all of these things will come together to help
deep learning do more and more for radiology in the next
5 to 10 years,” Hoffmeister says. “It’s a very exciting time to
see how deep learning will impact these technologies and
empower radiologists in the future.”
And if any radiologists are still concerned that this new
technology will replace their job instead of helping them
provide more high-quality care to more people, Hoffmeister advises they consider what happened when virtual
colonoscopies were introduced in Wisconsin. By reducing
some of the “unpleasantness” of traditional colonoscopies, these new procedures resulted in more patients being screened—which, of course, led to more work for the
physicians treating those individuals.
“Computers and technologies can expand radiology,”
Hoffmeister says. “I’m excited to see how that plays out.”
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